
RESETTING THE 12V MOTOR 

MEASURED AND MADE
 MOTORIZED SHADES 2017 

Some important notes: 

- Motorized shades come pre-set and already programmed to the remote.

- In case of multiple shades, each shade is pre-programmed to a different channel (1-15).

Channel 0 is automatically the channel with which all shades can be operated at once.

- There is no need to dissemble the motor and/or any parts inside the rail.

- Never cut or disconnect the antenna wire (loose wire coming from the motor in the rail)



STEP 1: 

PROGRAMMING THE REMOTE TO THE MOTOR 

1. Connect the wire from the motor to the wire from the battery.

2. Reset the motor (press the reset button with a paper clip 11 seconds or till motor gives

feedback/movement up/down 2x).

3. Then disconnect the wire from the motor from the wire of the battery for approx 10 seconds.

4. Put the wires back together.

5. Press the reset button for approx.. 2 seconds to activate the motor. The motor should give

feedback.

6. Press the left p2 on the back of the remote. The motor will give feedback.

7. Press left p2 again, the motor should give another movement.

8. Press the upward arrow 1x.

9. Press the downwards arrow 1x..

10. Press stop 1x.

After these 10 steps, the shade should operate in terms of up and down movements. In case up and 

down are switched, let the shade go down and do not stop it at the bottom. It will automatically 

continue its movement and go up again, where it can be stopped at the top.  

STEP 2: SETTING THE TOP AND BOTTOM LIMITS 

After programming the remote to the motor, the top and bottom limits need to be set. The shade 

will automatically stop at these limits when operating the shade. Of course, it is also possible to stop 

the shade at any point manually by pressing the middle stop ( - ) button on the remote. 

Start with the shade all the way down. 

Important is that all steps are to be performed within 6 seconds. 

1. Press p2 (left one): the motor will give feedback 1x.

2. Press the upward arrow 1x : the motor will give feedback again.

3. Press p2 again (left one always): the motor will give feedback again.

4. Press the upward arrow and let it go all the way up until it reaches the desired point. Press

stop shortly

5. Press stop longer till motor gives small movement again

6. Then press p2 (motor does not have to give movement/feedback this time)

7. Press down arrow, let shade go down until it reaches the desired point and press stop 5x: the

motor will give feedback.

The shade should now be reset. 






